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Becoming Interested in Optics
I had a strong interest in science in high school and did well in all the
sciences. I had a really interesting teacher in physics. My first formal
introduction to optics was a summer research program at Bell Labs. I
was finishing my junior year in college at Brooklyn Polytechnic and
this was my first exposure to real research with lasers—Dr. David
Auston was my mentor and eventually became my Ph.D. thesis advisor.
I wrote my first technical paper that summer which was published in
IEEE. After that summer, I applied for and was awarded the
Cooperative Research Fellowship Program at Bell Labs to pursue a
Ph.D. in physics.

Working in Industry
In graduate school—with the Bell Labs research fellowship—I did all
my research for my thesis at Bell Labs itself after I had finished my
coursework and passed the qualifying exams at City College of New
York, part of CUNY. After completing the Ph.D., I was then hired at Bell
Labs as a member of the technical staff. At that time, I really wanted to
be in industry. I wanted to go into academia eventually, but I wanted
first to build up my research within an industry setting.

While at Bell Labs, not only could I engage in state of the art research,
but I was also able to help recruit minorities and women into Bell Labs
Research. I had a number of students do summer research with me
and this was when I really decided that I wanted to be in academia.

Working in Academia
After 14 years at Bell Labs, I received a phone call with an offer to
become chair of the physics department at New Jersey Institute of
Technology. Managing my research and entering academe as a depart-

ment chair, I learned so much about
how to deal with people and their dif-
ferent goals. In August of 2003, I
moved my lab to the University of
Maryland, Baltimore County where I
direct a photonics program called
CASPR—a career transition which I
am very much looking forward to.

Participating in Professional
Societies
My involvement with the Optical
Society of America (OSA)—of which I
was recently the president—has been
very rewarding. Back in the 1980’s
there was a committee started with
Elsa Garmaier for Women in Optics.  At one of the evening meetings
we decided to make it a committee for Women and Minorities in
Optics. Through that avenue, and through an American Physical
Society committee on minorities in physics, which I chaired, I feel I
have been instrumental in securing a commitment from these organi-
zations to work to broaden participation of minorities in physics and
optics. Through OSA, I also do some outreach with countries such as
Ghana, Brazil and Senegal.

Mentors
Mentors are key to anyone’s success and I have had so many. Mentors
need not look like you. Don’t limit yourself. Scientists love to talk sci-
ence! Race goes out the window when you are talking about science.
Of course, my parents were always there for me and my pillar of

strength has been my wife, who has a Ph.D. 
in nursing.

Career Climate in Optics
We’ve had this economic downturn.  Although
telecommunications is down, the field of optics is
very broad and there are other areas in photonics
that are doing quite well. Internet growth continues,
and I believe that the downturn is temporary. For
example, in the area of nanotechnology, photonics is
needed to image nanostructure. Biophotonics is also
taking off. Talent is needed in all of these areas in
order to push these forward. Much of the current
technology is photonics related. One of our untapped
sources, of course, is making sure underrepresented
talent is being trained and utilized. ■
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